
LECTU
RE 6: The Franck-H

ertz Experim
ent, de Broglie's

                    H
ypothesis, and the D

avisson-Germ
er Experim

ent   
                                            
     Goal of the lecture:  to introduce the idea that m

atter
                                    can exhibit wave properties and learn
                                    how this was experim

entally confirm
ed

          W
hat I expect you to learn:

                                                   -how to describe the Franck-H
ertz

                                                    experim
ent and its results

                                                   -what is de Broglie's hypothesis
                                                   -how to describe the D

avisson-
                                                     Germ

er experim
ent 

                                                   -how to calculate the de Broglie
                                                    wavelength of the electron 
                                            
                             Corresponds to pages 31-33 and 38-44 of textbook             



TH
E FRA

N
CK H

ERTZ EX
PERIM

EN
T

W
e've seen that the bound-state energies of atom

s are quantised.
The energy quantisation of atom

s was confirm
ed directly by

J. Franck and G. H
ertz in 1914.  

This experim
ent goes beyond inducing changes in the energy levels

using photons: we bom
bard atom

s with electrons.  (PH
Y 225 Expt.)





Q
uestions:

-W
hy does I increase?

-W
hat does classical physics predict?

-H
ow do you explain the dips?



FRA
N

CK-H
ERTZ EX

PERIM
EN

T (cont.)

The first dip will occur when electrons
acquire just enough energy to excite the
H

g atom
s to a state of higher internal

energy.  The electrons need ~5 eV to do
that. So the voltage between the two grids
has to be ~5 Volts (a bit m

ore due to
retarding potential).

The eye does not see 5 eV photons but
Franck and H

ertz confirm
ed that H

g em
its

radiation of that energy (corresponds to ~250 nm
)

It can also be shown that when sufficient energy is available to ionise an
atom

, the energy of the ejected electron can take any positive value:

  -discreet negative energies corresponding to bound states
  -a continuum

 of positive energies for free electrons



D
e Broglie's H

ypothesis 

W
e've seen before that em

 radiation exhibits particle characteristics

This dual nature was accepted (though not understood) at the beginning
of the 1920s. 

M
atter was believed to exhibit only particle characteristics

A
round that tim

e, Louis de Broglie hypothesised that particles could
have wave-like properties:
















